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A dreamer is generally a very private person. Those dreams and ideals are a source of great

comfort. They define the person and yet cannot always be named. Exposing those dreams to

others can be terrifying and almost impossible. And yet, when they are brought to the 

surface, they can finally be defined and made more real. The artistic dilemma is always to

find the balance between the unnamed and the named, and the challenge:  will there be

strength to take that original thought out of the darkness and bring it to light.

On the Verge, 2005
Brass and aluminum with steel wires
and acrylic colors
23 x 36 x 11"
MD342
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cannot remember a time in my life
when I did not find great excitement
and discovery in the act of making
things for my own pleasure. When I
was very little, I got great satisfac-
tion from refined surfaces and tex-
tures, making objects with eggshells
and other delicate materials. I sup-
pose that indicated my state of mind
at the time; private and withdrawn.
As I grew I found myself drawn
towards less refined, more raw,
primitive materials. They seemed
more a source of emotional truths
and strength than the safety of a
very civilized sensibility. Now at this
point in my artistic journey, I find
great excitement in the balancing of
these two opposing natures.

My love of metal seemed instinc-
tual as a teenager, and Alexander
Calder quickly became my mentor
and teacher. As the years passed, 
I learned to love the strength and
vitality of the metals I used; bronze,
copper, silver and gold. Those first
pieces of art and jewelry were
delightfully simple and primitive, 
taking their inspiration from Greek,
Roman and Pre-Columbian works.

But as I learned to work the metal
more fully, I began to enjoy the soft-
ness I could bring to the surface, the
rounded forms I could achieve using
a thin sheet and soldering a heavy
edge around it, creating a piece
that was light, yet had a very solid
appearance. I took only a three
week course in silversmithing, but
then devoted many happy hours to
trying out my own methods and
designs. It was a very exciting time.

There are certainly many ways
to approach sculpture. A painter
has to work within the confines of
his canvas, while the sculptor has to
work with the open space before
him. This space can be tiny, or limit-
less. The challenge for me is how to
organize that space, and how the
energy flows within it. I have
always found great joy in the idea
of swirling energy. In my work, the
energy generally shoots away from
or around a grounded central point
or points.

Throughout time and geography
there have been so many amazing
ways that man has chosen to repre-
sent himself and his spirit, from the

most primitive societies to the sub-
lime refinement of European
craftsmanship and art of
the 19th century. And
now, in the 20th

and 21st cen-
turies the self
has emerged
as a primary
source of
artistic inspi-
ration.
Although I have
not formally stud-
ied art history, I
have chosen to educate
myself to some extent. And
there is a tremendous joy of dis-
covery every day, as I buy art
books, go to galleries and museums,
and try and keep my eyes and mind
open to various experiences. Within
the last few years, I have become
increasingly aware of my desire to
go beyond the sculptural object to
incorporate some of the ideas that I
observed in the broader understand-
ing of artistic expression that I have
gained.

Until that point I had been very

focused on the
strong singular image. The idea of
sculptural form was exciting me and
what I chose to develop in my
work. In a way, the love of an
object can be viewed as a search
for the heroic, and also as a
metaphor for identity. Certainly that
was true for me; the search for iden-
tity within myself and an identity in
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Garden of the Moon, 2005
Brass and aluminum with steel wires
and acrylic colors
30 x 30 x 14"
MD348
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my work.
In early 2003, I began to exper-

iment with standing mobiles that
had elements of background and
foreground to them. The idea of a
3-dimensional “picture” was what I
was after. Then I tried mounting
these ideas on the wall, and that is
where the result was the most satis-
fying. The wall mounted pieces
finally allowed me to consider the
object, the identity, in a larger for-
mat. The “picture” could now be
more fully realized as the object
was surrounded by other elements,
giving the whole piece a greater
context. A kind of narrative evolved,
especially in the longer, more hori-
zontal pieces, where from left to
right, a storyline could evolve.
These elements gave me the ability
to act as a painter, an artist who
could structure a space using over-
lapping lines and colors, broad and
fine, to produce a complex visual
image. And yet, I still did not have
the confines of a canvas!  I could
continue all the way from wall to
wall if I wanted!  Very exciting.

In the piece Symphonic (under)

Currents (MD349) there is such a
narrative. The left side of the piece
is a large, flat black surface with
shards of red hovering over it. But
then as we move to the right, there
is a burst of fresh color and shape,
which changes to a calmer warm
grey color. Within this overall
design, the mobile pieces suspend-
ed above are like fine lines against
the broad brushstrokes. There is
movement within it, even when the
pieces are still.

Garden of the Moon (MD348) is
a work that does not have a linear
narrative, but rather an all-over love
of circular forms and energy. The
forms and lines swirl around each
other, interrupted only by a burst of
golden leaves in the middle. As in
all my work, the forms and lines
seem to want to burst out of their
confined space and into the air
around them. There is a joy of
movement, both visual and literal,
as the more forward pieces move

around the background colors and
their relationships to each other con-
tinually change.

Henri Matisse was certainly a
great hero of mine, for he was so
concerned with the most positive
happy aspects of life and man. He
said, “Hate is an all-devouring par-
asite. Love on the other hand sus-
tains the artist. Love is something
great, something altogether great,
which alone lightens what is heavy
and endures the unjust with a just
spirit, for it bears weight without
considering it a burden, and ren-
ders sweet and savory all that is bit-
ter...love wants to be lofty and
restrained by nothing lowly…”

He also said, “The hand is but
an extension of sensitivity and intelli-
gence. If I am confident in the hand
that I use for drawing then it is
because, when I was training it to
serve me, I resolved never to let it
overshadow my feelings. I sense it
immediately if it paraphrases my

feelings or if there is any disharmo-
ny between the two of us: between
my hand and that indefinable part
“within me” that seems subjugated
to it.”

Reading Matisse’s words, I often
wish that the medium which I work
in was more spontaneous in nature;
that I could execute an idea quickly
to get something out that I wanted
to say. But my work is labor-inten-
sive, structured, and very time con-
suming. The entire structure has to
be assimilated to some degree
before I begin working. It is a very
different process than that of a
painter or printmaker. And yet, it is
not so much different after all. We
all need to sustain the initial sponta-
neous thoughts and feelings we
began the piece with, through the
hard work, right up to the finishing
touches on a new piece. That is
what we get better at as we keep
working and working and working.
It is an exciting and terrifying life
after all.

— Mark Davis, 2005
Boston, Massachusetts

Small Symphony, 2003
Brass and aluminum with bronze and acrylic colors
14 1/2 x 9 1/2 x 7"
MD292
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A Brief Comfort, 2003
Sterling silver and brass with black lacquer
4 1/4 x 12 x 6"
MD298

Cascades in Springtime, 2004
Brass and aluminum with black lacquer and acrylic colors
45 x 19 x 23"
MD317

Small Comfort II, 2003
Sterling silver and brass with black lacquer
4 1/4 x 13 x 9"
MD301
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Nature’s Edge, 2003
Brass and aluminum with black
lacquer and 18K gold plating
6 1/4 x 10 x 6"
MD297

Into the Future,
2005
Brass and aluminum
with steel wires and
acrylic colors
40 x 26 x 16"
MD343

The Gift of Muse, 2003
Brass and resin with acrylic colors
17 x 14 x 14"
MD281

Lunar Landscape, 2003
Brass and aluminum with steel
wires and acrylic colors
16 x 14 x 14"
MD282
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The Vantage Point, 2003
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors and waxed surfaces
16 x 17 x 5"
MD288

On the Shoreline, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating
12 x 12 x 5"
MD290

A Distant Memory, 2005
Brass and aluminum with steel wires and acrylic colors
18 x 27 x 12"
MD345
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Night Sky, 2003
Steel, brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
15 1/2 x 24 x 12"
MD285

Essential Elements, 2004
Steel and sterling silver
13 3/4 x 22 x 23"
MD315

Earthly
Delights, 2004
Brass, wood and peb-
bles with 23k gold leaf
and acrylic colors
36 x 16 x 20"
MD333
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The Essence of a Generation, 2004
Steel, brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
15 x 26 x 22"
MD313

Autumn Vista, 2003
Steel, brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
17 x 24 x 17"
MD289

By the Shore,
2004
Brass with black 
lacquer and sterling 
silver
10 x 16 x 6"
MD327

Time to Relax,
2004
Brass and composition
with acrylic colors
14 x 17 x 8 1/2"
MD326
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The Awaited
Moment, 2005
Brass and aluminum with
steel wires and acrylic
colors
28 x 48 x 16"
MD350

The Trickster, 2003
Brass, aluminum and wood
with acrylic colors
8 3/4 x 8 1/4 x 5 1/2"
MD286

The Inspired
Moment, 2003
Brass and aluminum with
acrylic colors and 23k
gold leaf
9 x 7 1/2 x 8 1/2"
MD309

Slow Movement,
2004
Brass and acrylic colors
with 18k gold plating
7 x 10 x 6 1/2"
MD335
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On Point, 2004
Silicon bronze and stainless steel
42 x 50 x 44"
MD318

The Wind, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating and black lacquer
14 x 12 x 10"
MD279
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Proper Conversation, 2003
Brass and aluminum with black lacquer
and 18K gold plating
4 1/2 x 13 x 5"
MD296

A Cloudy Night, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating and black lacquer
7 3/4 x 15 x 10"
MD278

Come Closer, 2004
Brass with black lacquer and sterling silver
7 x 6 1/2 x 10 1/2"
MD328

The Arrival of the Archangel, 2004
Brass with steel wires, acrylic colors and 23k gold leaf
25 1/2 x 13 x11"
MD325

The Breaking Point, 2003
Brass, steel and aluminum with acrylic colors
22 x 19 x 13"
MD280
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El Pájaro Oro, 2004
Steel, brass and aluminum
with acrylic colors, glazes
and 23K gold leaf
21 x 22 x 24"
MD314

A Gentle
Breeze, 2003
Steel, brass and
23k gold leaf with
acrylic colors
17 1/2 x 25 x 11"
MD284

Grasping the
Infinite, 2004
Brass with acrylic
colors
20 x 25 x 18"
MD332

Rogue, 2004
Steel, brass and
aluminum with
lacquer black 
and acrylic color
18 1/2 x 21 x 16"
MD316
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Inversion II,
2003
Brass with 18k gold
plating and black
lacquer
8 x 15 x 9"
MD295

Field of Gold, 2004
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
21 1/2 x 21 x 38"
MD330

Maquette for On Point, 2004
Brass with black lacquer, nickel and silver
6 x 11 x 9"
MD319
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Simple Division, 2003
Steel, brass and wood with acrylic colors
35 x 18 x 18"
MD283

An Unexpected Oasis, 2004
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
16 x 25 x 14"
MD331

United Melody, 2003
Brass, aluminum and mahogany with acrylic colors
7 x 17 x 9"
MD303
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The Very Distant Shores, 2003
Brass and aluminum with acrylic and oil colors
30 x 23 x 15"
MD293

High Winds, 2003
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
10 x 17 3/4 x 15"
MD308

Formal Repose, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating and acrylic colors
8 x 12 x 12"
MD311



Flock in Flight, 2003
Steel, aluminum and wood with 23k gold leaf
33 x 8 x 28"
MD291

Change of Season, 2004
Brass and aluminum with acrylic color
10 x 16 x 12"
MD321

Maquette for Shining
Splendor, 2003
Brass with patina and polished nickel
14 1/4 x 10 x 10"
MD299

The Disrupted moment, 2004
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
11 x 18 x 12"
MD320

17
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Not Far From the Next, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating
6 1/4 x 14 x 8"
MD294

Very Pleased Indeed, 2005
Sterling silver
7 1/2 x 9 x 6"
MD351

Casting Shadows, 2005
Brass with 18k gold plating and black lacquer
13 x 13 x 8"
MD352

Existentialism, 2003
Brass with 18k gold plating
6 x 14 x 10"
MD310

A Faithful Place, 2003
Sterling silver
5 1/4 x 8 1/2 x 7"
MD307

A True Curve, 2004
Brass with 18k gold plating
6 x 12 x 4"
MD339
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1954 Born on May 1st in New Haven, Connecticut.

1972 Attended Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont.

1980 Solo exhibition of sculptural jewelry and masks at Bloomingdale’s 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts.

1982-1985 Sculptural jewelry exhibitions at Artwear, Bloomingdale’s, Saks Fifth Avenue, 
Macy’s and Henri Bendel in New York City.

Articles in Vogue Magazine, New York Magazine and others.

1988 Tiffany & Co. commissioned mobiles to be used as window displays.

1989-1995 Bi-annual commissions of mobiles and sculptures for Tiffany & Co. 
window displays.

1991-1992 Solo exhibitions of mobiles with Judith N. Wolov Gallery, Design Center, 
Boston, Massachusetts.

1993-1996 In conjunction with Tiffany & Co., began creating small and medium size 
mobiles for the L·S Collection on Madison Avenue and in Soho, 
New York City.

1995 Featured in a group exhibition at Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts.

1997 Exhibition, Nature in Motion, Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts

1999 Exhibition, Movement Within Space, Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts.

2001 Exhibition, Color and Form in Motion, Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts.

2003 Exhibition, Boldly Balanced, Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts.

2005 Exhibition, Energy in Motion, Pucker Gallery, Boston, Massachusetts.

Collections
Lexus Corporation
Liberty Mutual Corporation
Rose Museum, Brandeis University
Gary Trudeau
Howard Stern
Julie Andrews and Blake Edwards
Richard Chamberlain
Numerous private collections in the United States

Mark Davis
B i o g r a p h y

A Willful Escapade, 2003
Aluminum with acrylic colors and
steel wire
44 x 33 x 33"
MD312
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Symphonic (Under) Currents, 2005
Brass and aluminum with acrylic colors
24 x 60 x 16"
MD349

COVER IMAGE:  Swirl, 2005
Brass and aluminum with steel wires and acrylic colors
44 x 24 x 23"
MD347
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